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Thumbnail Lot 
Number Description

1 Sig Sauer P365XL 9mm with two 12 round magazines, 3.7 In. barrel, thumb safety, night sights, optic ready, 
original box and owners manual. GTO344892

2 Remington 1911 R1 Enhanced 45 Auto with two 8 round magazines, 5 In. barrel, fiber optic front sight and front 
cocking serrations. GTO344894

3 CZ-USA 75B 9mm with one 17 round magazine, 4.7 In. barrel, stainless steel frame and slide, DA/SA with manual 
safety. Manufactured in 2007. GTO344922

4 Ruger New Model Single-Six 22 long rifle / 22 magnum convertible single action revolver with 2 six round 
cylinders, 4 5/8 In. barrel, adjustable sights and wood grips. Manufactured in 1996. GTO344952

5 Smith & Wesson M&P9 Shield 9mm with one 8 round magazine and one 7 round magazine, 3.1 In. barrel, manual 
safety and green Crimson Trace laser. GTO344955

6 Mossberg 835 Ulti-Mag 12ga 2.75 In., 3 In. or 3.5 In., pump action, 28 In. barrel with one accu-mag choke tube, 
wood stock and tang safety. GTO344968

7 Mossberg 500C 20ga 2 3/4 In. or 3 In., pump action, 24 In. barrel with one accu-choke tube, wood stock and tang 
safety. GTO344970

8 Ruger Mini-14 .223 semi- auto with one factory 30 round magazine, 18.5 In. barrel and wood stock. 
Manufactured in 1986. GTO344975

9 Ruger American 22 long rifle bolt action with one 10 round magazine, 22 In. barrel, open sights, drilled and 
tapped groove receiver and synthetic stock. Manufactured in 2013. GTO345174
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10 Remington 870 Youth 20ga 2.75 In. or 3 In., pump action, 21 In. Rem choke barrel with one choke tube, camo 
youth stock and fore end. Manufactured in 2014. GTO345169

11 Savage Fox model B 12ga 3 In. chambers, improved modified and improved modified choked 30 In. barrels with 
vent rib and checkered wood stock and forend. GTO345150

12
Smith & Wesson Model 66 357 Magnum, stainless steel , 6 shot recessed cylinder, 4 In. pinned barrel, adjustable 
rear sight with aftermarket sight blade, double action/single action, Pachmayr rubber grips. Manufactured in 
1976. GTO345268

13 Glock 21 Gen4 45 Auto with one 13 round magazine and 4.6 In. barrel. GTO345273

14 Smith & Wesson M&P45 Shield M2.0 45 Auto with one 6 round magazine, one 7 round magazine and 3.3 In. 
barrel. GTO345293

15 Remington 1100 12ga 2.75 In. chamber, 28 In. plain modified fixed choke barrel, checkered walnut stock and 
forend. GTO345258

16 Henry Repeating Arms H012M 357 Magnum / 38 Special lever action, 20 In. barrel, 10 round capacity, checkered 
walnut stock and forend. GTO345261

17 Browning Gold Hunter 12ga 2.75 In. or 3 In. semi-auto with 26 In. vent rib invector plus choke barrel, matte finish 
and black synthetic stock and forend. Manufactured in 2001. GTO345220

18 Marlin Glenfield Model 60 22 long rifle semi-auto, 17 round tubular magazine and hardwood stock. 
Manufactured in 1973. GTO345259
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19 Century Arms RAS47 7.62x39mm semi-auto, 16 In. threaded barrel with slant muzzle brake, 30 round Magpul 
magazine, wood stock and forend. GTO345294

20 Norinco SKS 7.62x39mm semi-auto, 20 In. barrel, 10 round capacity, wood stock and original cardboard box. 
GTO345251

21 Henry Repeating Arms U.S. Survival AR-7 22 long rifle semi-auto, two 8 round magazines, 16 In. barrel, takedown 
design, water resistant stock capable of storing the rifle when disassembled. GTO345262

22 Ruger LCR 22 Long Rifle double action only revolver, 8 round cylinder, 1.87 In. barrel and weighs 14.9 ounces. 
Manufactured in 2012. GTO345272

23 Chongqing Jianshe / JTS M12AK 12ga 2.75 In. or 3 In., semi-automatic shotgun, one 5 round magazine, picatinny 
rail, chrome lined 18.7 In. barrel with Rem Choke compatibility. GTO345276

24 Remington 870 Wingmaster 12ga 2.75 In. or 3 In., pump action, 28 In. barrel with full Rem Choke tube, walnut 
stock and forend with slight ding near pistol grip cap and scroll engraved receiver. GTO345322

25 Remington 870 Tac-14 12ga 2.75 In. or 3 In., pump action firearm, 4+1 capacity, 14 In. cylinder bore barrel, 
original factory cardboard box and owners manual. GTO345378

26 Heckler & Koch VP9SK 9mmx19 with two 13 round magazines, one 10 round magazine, magazine loader, grip 
panels and original box. Manufactured in 2017. GTO345382

27 Smith & Wesson 637-2 38 Special, stainless steel 1.875 In. barrel and cylinder with alloy frame, weighs 14.3 oz., 5 
shot cylinder, double action/single action and rubber grips. GTO345399
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28 Springfield Armory Hellcat 9x19 with one 13 round magazine and one 11 round magazine, 3 In. barrel and tritium 
front night sight. GTO345441

29
Smith & Wesson 686-6 Pros Series 357 Magnum, stainless steel, 5 In. barrel, 7 shot cylinder, adjustable rear sight, 
double action/single action, factory Hogue rubber grip and original plastic box with owners manual. 
Manufactured in 2020. GTO345442

30
Sears Ted Williams Model 34 22 Long, Long Rifle or High Speed Shorts semi-auto, 17 round (22Lr) capacity 
tubular magazine, 24 In. barrel, grooved receiver and wood stock. Manufactured by High Standard for Sears in 
1964. GTO345406

31 Savage 110 Apex Hunter XP 308 WIN bolt action, 20 In. barrel, 4 round detachable box magazine, Accu Trigger 
and Vortex Crossfire II 3-9x40 scope. GTO345403

32 Smith & Wesson 610-3 10mm stainless steel, 6.5 In. barrel, 6 shot cylinder, two full moon clips, adjustable rear 
sight, double/single action and factory rubber grips. GTO345401

33 Colt Cobra 38 Special +P stainless steel, 2 In. barrel, 6 shot cylinder, double action/single action, fiber optic front 
sight and factory Hogue rubber grips. GTO345427

34 Smith & Wesson M&P 22 22 Long Rifle with two 12 round magazines, 4.1 In. threaded barrel, ambidextrous 
manual thumb safety and adjustable rear sight. GTO345402

35 Remington 870 Express Magnum 12ga 2.75 In. or 3 In., pump action, 18 In. cylinder bore barrel, synthetic stock 
and pistol grip fore end. GTO345425

36 Military Armament Corp Ingram M10A1 9mm semi-auto, fires from a closed bolt, 5.5 In. barrel and comes with 
one 40 round magazine. GTO345433
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37 Ruger SP101 38 Special stainless steel, 3 In. barrel, 5 shot cylinder, double action/single action, fixed sight and 
factory rubber grips with plastic side panels. GTO345062

38 Mossberg 590 Nightstick 12ga 2.75 In. or 3 In., pump action firearm, 5+1 capacity, 14 In. cylinder bore barrel, 
wood grip, corncob fore end and original box. GTO345531

39 Remington 870 Express Super Magnum 12ga 2.75 In., 3 In. or 3.5 In., pump action, 28 In. barrel with one Rem 
choke, wood stock and fore end. GTO345555

40 Savage 110 High Country 308 Win bolt action, 22 In. threaded barrel, 4 round detachable box magazine, fluted 
bolt and barrel, bronze Cerakote finish, Strata camo stock, Vortex Diamondback 4-12x40 scope. GTO345509

41 Springfield Armory Saint 5.56 Nato semi-auto, 16 In. threaded barrel with 1-8 twist, one 30 round Magpul 
magazine, ERGO grip, collapsible stock, KeyMod handguard. GTO345652

42 Winchester SX4 NWTF 12ga 2.75 In. or 3 In., semi-auto, 28 In. invector plus barrel, walnut stock and fore end. 
Includes original box, owners manual, three choke tubes and choke tube wrench. GTO345654

43 Smith & Wesson 69 Combat Magnum 44 Magnum stainless steel, 2.75 In. barrel, 5 shot cylinder, adjustable rear 
sight, double action/single action and factory rubber grips. GTO345655

44 Glock 48 9x19 with two 10 round magazines, 4.17 In. barrel, Hogue rubber grip sleeve and SSVi TYR trigger. 
GTO345649

45 Winchester SX3 12ga 2.75 In. or 3 In., semi-auto, 26 In. invector plus choke barrel with improved modified choke 
tube, black synthetic stock and fore end. GTO345229
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46 Smith & Wesson 15-4 38 Special 4 In. pinned barrel, 6 shot cylinder, double action/single action, adjustable rear 
sight, target hammer, target trigger and checkered factory wood grips. Manufactured in 1981. GTO345661

47 Savage Stevens 320 Security 12ga 2.75 In. or 3 In., pump action, 5+1 capacity, 18.5 In. cylinder bore barrel, Ghost 
Rings sights, synthetic stock and fore end. GTO345658

48 Remington Versa Max Sportsman 12ga 2.75 In., 3 In. or 3.5 In., semi-auto, 28 In. ProBore choke barrel with five 
ProBore choke tubes, black synthetic stock and fore end, factory Remington hard plastic case. GTO345305

49
Uberti 1873 Single Action Cattleman Bonney 45 Colt blued, case hardened frame, birdshead grip featuring 
simulated bison horn, single action and 5.5 In. barrel. This firearm is part of the Uberti Outlaw & Lawmen series 
and recreates one the firearms that William Billy the Kid Bonney used. Manufactured in 2019. GTO345670

50 Sig Sauer P226 9mmx19 with two 15 round magazines, double action/single action, 4.4 In. barrel and night sights. 
GTO345747

51 Glock 20 Gen4 10mm Auto with three 15 round magazines, magazine loader, 4 modular back straps, owners 
manual and factory plastic box. GTO345741

52 Glock 19 Gen4 MOS 9x19 with three 15 round magazines, magazine loader, 4 modular back straps, night sights, 
Glock MOS Adaptor-Set 01, owners manual and factory plastic box. GTO345698

53 Sig Sauer P225 9mm Para with two 8 round magazines, decocker, double action/single action and factory box. 
GTO345759

54
Remington 870 Express Magnum 12ga 2.75 In. or 3 In., pump action, 21 In. barrel with Kicks Gobblin Thunder .
665 choke tube, Advantage camo, synthetic stock and fore end, Pentax 2.5x Lightseeker S.G. Plus scope. 
Manufactured in 1997. GTO345726
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55 Smith & Wesson 49-2 38 Special blued steel frame, 2 In. barrel, 5 shot cylinder, shrouded hammer, double action
/single action, factory checkered wood grips. Manufactured in 1992. GTO345779

56 Mossberg 930 12ga 2.75 In. or 3 In., semi-auto, 28 In. ported barrel with full Accu-choke tube, tang safety, 
checkered walnut stock and fore end. GTO345789

57
D-Technik A.S. SA VZ.61 Scorpion 32 ACP Pistol semi-auto version of the famous CZ VZ 61 Skorpion submachine 
gun, one 10 round magazine and two 20 round magazines, 4.5 In. barrel, thumb safety, Weight: 2.6 lbs. 
GTO345800

58
Nodak Spud / CAI Tantal Sporter 5.45x39mm semi-auto, one 30 round magazine, 16 In. barrel, US made receiver 
(Nodak Spud), polish parts kit (circle 11), Bakelite lower handguard, polymer upper handguard, wire folding stock. 
Rifle manufactured by Century Arms International. GTO345823

59
Century Arms C39v2 7.62x39mm semi-auto, milled steel receiver, one 30 round Magpul magazine, 16.5 In. 
threaded barrel with muzzle brake, wood stock and fore end. 100% American made with no imported parts. 
GTO345762

60 Benelli Montefeltro 12ga 2.75 In. or 3 In., semi-auto, 30 In. ported barrel with improved cylinder extended Crio 
choke tube, checkered walnut stock and fore end. Manufactured in 2019. GTO345834

61
Browning Hi-Power 9mm with three 13 round magazines, 4.7 In. barrel, silver chrome finish on pistol and 
magazines, gold trigger, factory adjustable rear sight, factory Pachmayr grips. Manufactured in Belgium, 1982. 
GTO345793

62
Smith & Wesson 625-3 (45 Cal Model of 1989) 45 ACP stainless steel, 3 In. barrel, 6 shot cylinder, adjustable 
sights, wood grips, double action/single action, Smith & Wesson plastic box with Smith & Wesson Hogue rubber 
grips, one moon clip and de-mooner tool. Manufactured in 1990. GTO345829

63 Ithaca 37 Featherlight 12ga 2.75 In., pump action, 30 In. vent rib fixed full choke barrel, checkered wood stock 
and forearm with handling marks. Manufactured in 1975. GTO345908
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64 Mossberg 590 Cruiser 12ga 2.75 In. or 3 In., pump action pistol grip firearm, 18.5 In. cylinder bore Stand-Off 
barrel, 5+1 capacity, overall length 31 In. GTO345901

65
Metro Arms American Classic II (1911) 45 ACP with one 8 round magazine, 5 In. barrel, hard chrome frame and 
slide, single action, extended slide stop and thumb safety, beavertail grip safety, fixed three dot sights, wood 
grips. GTO345902

66 IWI Masada 9x19 with two 17 round magazines, 4.1 In. barrel, polymer frame, striker fired, optic ready, 
ambidextrous magazine release and slide stop, fixed three dot sights. GTO345872

67 Winchester SX4 12ga 2.75 In. or 3 In., semi-auto, 28 In. Invector-Plus Choke barrel with modified choke tube, 
black synthetic stock and fore end. Manufactured in 2019. GTO345907

68
Sig Sauer P229 Elite 40 S&W with one 12 round magazine, 3.9 In. barrel, stainless steel frame and slide, double 
action/single action, night sights, wood grips, factory original plastic case and owners manual. Manufactured in 
2013. GTO345930

69
Springfield Armory Hellcat Micro-Compact OSP 9x19 with one 11 round magazine and one 13 round magazine, 3 
In. barrel, polymer frame, tritium front night sight, optics-ready slide with Sig ROMEOZero micro reflex sight. 
GTO345936

70 Walther Arms PPK 380 ACP with two 6 round magazines, 3.3 In. barrel, black matte steel frame and slide, 
decocker, manual safety, double action/single action. Manufactured in Fort Smith, Arkansas. GTO345869

71 Spanish Destroyer 9mm Largo bolt action, 21 In. barrel, two 7 round detachable magazines, wood stock. 
Imported by Century Arms. GTO345956

72
Winchester Model 94 1776-1976 Bicentennial Commemorative 30-30 Win lever action, 20 In. barrel, antique 
satin receiver, checkered walnut stock and fore end (small ding in fore end on left side), saddle ring, Weaver K2.5-
1 scope. Manufactured in 1976. GTO345983
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73
Henry Repeating Arms H009AW All-Weather 30-30 Win lever action, 20 In. barrel, 5 round tubular magazine, 
adjustable rear sight, low gloss hard chrome finish, stained hardwood stock and fore end, weaver scope rail, with 
original factory cardboard box and owners manual. GTO345974

74
POF (Patriot Ordnance Factory) CMR 308WIN semi-automatic. This AR style rifle has a piston driven action with a 
16 In. barrel. It has the burnt bronze finish and adjustable butt stock. The rifle has no sights but has picatinny rails 
for easy attachment of sights or scope. Comes with one 20 round Magpul Pmag. GTO346118

75 Armalite AR-50A1 50BMG bolt action single shot, 30 In. barrel, muzzle brake, 15-minute scope rail, Harris bipod 
and Weaver 3-12x scope. Rifle weighs 34.1 pounds (without scope & bipod). GTO345487

76
Legion Izhevsk Arsenal SGL31-61 (Saiga) 5.45X39 semi-auto, one 10 round magazine, two 30 round magazines, 16 
In. threaded barrel with removable muzzle brake, Bulgarian circle 10 bayonet, K-VAR KV-04S detachable side 
scope mount, black synthetic furniture, original cardboard box and owners manual. GTO345854

77 Parker VH 16ga 2 9/16 In. chambers, side by side, 28 In. full & modified barrels, double triggers, extractors, no. 1 
frame, weighs 6.65 pounds. Manufactured in 1927. GTO345690

78 Heckler & Koch HK91 7.62x51mm (308 Win) semi-auto, 17.7 In. barrel, one 5 round steel magazine, one 20 round 
steel magazine, three 20 round polymer magazines. Manufactured in 1981. GTO345434

79 Marlin 336C 30/30 Win lever action, 20 In. barrel, 6 round tubular magazine, JM stamped barrel, cross bolt 
safety, walnut stock and fore end. Manufactured in 2007. GTO345699

80
131. IWI Magnum Research Desert Eagle 44 magnum semi-automatic. This pistol has a 10 In. barrel, fixed sights 
and ambi-safety. It has a matte black finish with factory black synthetic grips. This pistol comes with three 8 
round magazines. GTO346157

81

Marlin 1895SBL 45/70 GOVT lever action, Wild West-style big loop lever, side ejection and a polished stainless 
steel receiver, 18.5 In. barrel, trigger guard plate, full-length 6 shot tubular magazine and loading gate. Laminated 
stock and fore end with lace-up leather cheek rest and cartridge holder, XS lever rail with a ghost ring rear sight 
and Vortex Venom 3MOA red dot sight. GTO345619
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82 Century Arms RAS47 AK Pistol 7.62x39mm semi-auto, 10.6 In. threaded barrel, one 30 round Magpul magazine, 
Magpul MOE AK handguard and SB Tactical telescoping arm brace. GTO345428

83
Benelli Super Black Eagle 3 2.75 In., 3 In. or 3.5 In., semi-auto, 28 In. Crio choke barrel, black synthetic comfortech 
stock, factory plastic case with owners manual, 5 Crio chokes and choke wrench. Manufactured in 2017. 
GTO345840

84
FN Five-Seven 5.7x28mm with three 20 round magazines, 4.8 In. barrel, polymer covered steel slide, polymer 
frame, single action, MIL-STD-1913 accessory mounting rail, adjustable rear sight, factory original plastic case and 
owners manual. GTO345941

85
Benelli M2 20ga 2.75 In. or 3 In., semi-auto, 26 In. Crio Choke barrel with 5 Crio Chokes, Realtree Max-5 camo 
finish synthetic stock and fore end, factory Benelli hard plastic case with owners manual, stock shims and choke 
wrench. Manufactured in 2017. GTO345929

86
Kimber Stainless LW 9mm semi-automatic with 5 In.bbl. This gun has a stainless steel slide with aluminum frame. 
It has fixed white dot rear sights with a red fiber optic front sight and comes with one factory 9round magazine. 
GTO346098

87

Ruger New Model Blackhawk 45colt/45acp single action revolver. This revolver is blued steel with a 5 1/2 In. 
barrel, adjustable sights and factory wood grips with Ruger medallion. This gun comes with 2 cylinders allowing it 
to fire 45colt or 45acp rounds with just a change of the cylinders. This gun was manufactured in 2020 and comes 
with its factory box and cable lock. GTO346053

88
BYF (MAUSER) K98 8X57 bolt action. This rifle has an importer mark (R GUNS) as well as some military markings. 
The receiver is date stamped 43. It has adjustable rear sight and hooded front sight, cleaning rod and leather 
sling. GTO346143

89
HOWA 1500 7.62X39 bolt action. This rifle is Howas Mini Action series. It has a 22 In. barrel drilled and tapped 
and comes with weaver style bases. It has a matte black finish and comes with a factory black synthetic stock 
with sling studs and rubber pad. Comes with one 5 round detachable box magazine. GTO346278

90 Remington 870 Tac-14 20ga 2.75 In. or 3 In., pump action firearm, 4+1 capacity, 14 In. cylinder bore barrel, ERGO 
grip, SB Tactical arm brace and picatinny saddle mount. GTO345537
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91 Springfield Armory M1 Garand 30M1 (30-06 Springfield) semi-auto, manufactured in 1943, 24 In. 1953 date 
barrel, 8 round capacity. Blue Sky import. GTO345532

92 Russian SKS 7.62x39mm semi-auto, 10 round hinged fixed magazine, 20 In. barrel, folding bayonet, sling. 
Manufactured in 1950 at Tula Arsenal and imported by CAI. GTO345828

93

Zastava PAP M85PV 5.56x45mm semi-auto pistol, one 30 round magazine, 10.25 In. barrel, hinged top receiver 
cover with Krinkov rear sight, standard front sight with auxiliary flip up white dot front sight, black polymer Yugo 
pistol grip, and wood handguards. Muzzle attachment is a permanently attached circular protector. 
Manufactured in Serbia and imported by CAI. GTO345817

94 Colt Combat Commander 45 Auto with one 7 round magazine, 4.25 In. barrel, satin nickel finish, steel frame and 
slide, fixed sights, wood grips with Colt medallions. Manufactured in 1973. GTO344274

95
Henry Repeating Arms H006S Big Boy Carbine 44 Magnum / 44 Special lever action, 16.5 In. barrel, 7 round 
tubular magazine, brass receiver, adjustable rear sight, walnut stock and fore end, with original factory cardboard 
box and owners manual. GTO345975

96
Springfield Armory M1A Scout Squad Rifle 308 Win semi-auto, one 5 round magazine and one 20 round 
magazine, 18 In. barrel with muzzle brake, forward scout-style picatinny rail, adjustable rear sight, walnut stock, 
Springfield Armory leather sling. Includes original cardboard box with owners manual. GTO345919

97 Smith & Wesson Governor 45 Colt-45 ACP-410 2.5 In. alloy frame, stainless steel 6 shot cylinder, 2.75 In. barrel, 
double action/single action, fixed sight, factory rubber grips. Firearm does not come with moon clips. GTO345906

98 Remington 1100 LT-20 Synthetic 20ga 2.75 In., semi-auto, 26 In. barrel with modified Rem Choke tube, synthetic 
stock and fore end, original cardboard box, owners manual and choke wrench. GTO345731

99
Zenith Firearms Z-5P 9x19mm semi-auto pistol, with five 30 round magazines, 5.8 In. barrel with 3-lug quick 
attachment and 1/2x28 threaded muzzle, SB Tactical folding arm brace, butt cap, owners manual and soft case. 
Manufactured in 2017. GTO345627
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100
Browning A-Bolt Medallion 338 Win Mag bolt action, 26 In. barrel with BOSS, 3 round magazine, polished blue 
finish, gloss walnut stock with checkering, scroll engraved receiver and Leupold 3-9 Vari-X II gloss finish scope. 
Manufactured in 1994. GTO345533

101 Springfield Armory M1A SOCOM 16 CQB 308WIN semi-automatic. This rifle has a 16 In. barrel, matte black finish 
and black Archangel synthetic stock. It has fully adjustable sights and one 20 round steel magazine. GTO346119

102 Izhmash Saiga-308 7.62x51/308win semi-auto, 21 In. barrel, two 25 round polymer SGM Tactical magazines, 
wood furniture. Manufactured in Russia. GTO345970

103 Standard Mfg Thunderstruck 22 Magnum two 1.25 In. barrels, double action only revolver, polymer grip. This 
firearms fires 2 rounds simultaneously with one pull of the trigger. Includes kydex holster. GTO345971

104
Brownells BRN-22 22 Long Rifle semi-auto, Green Mountain 20 In. bull barrel, one 10 round magazine, Archangel 
thumbhole stock with length of pull adjustment, Leupold VX Freedom Rimfire 2-7x33 scope. This rifle is based 
upon the Ruger 10/22 action design and utilizes Ruger 10/22 magazines. GTO346015

105 Yugoslavian M24/47 8x57 Mauser bolt action, 23 In. barrel. GTO346011

106 Russian M91/30 7.62x54R bolt action, 29 In. barrel, 1942 barrel date, socket bayonet. GTO345997

107 Mossberg 500E 410 Bore 2.5 In. or 3 In., pump action, 24 In. fixed full choke barrel, 5+1 capacity, wood stock and 
fore end, tang safety. GTO345993

108

JP Sauer & Sohn Colt Sauer 7mm Rem Mag bolt action, 22 In. barrel, gloss blue and high gloss walnut stock with 
raised comb and cheek piece. Comes with a Simmons 4.5-14mm adjustable objective scope and one 3 round 
magazine. This rifle is an Anheuser  Bush INC. Presentation gun with plaque inlaid in the stock PRESENTED TO 
WYOMING OUTFITTERS  1982. Made in West Germany. GTO345995
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109
Ruger PC Carbine Take Down 9mm semi-automatic, 16.12 In. barrel, Matte finish with factory Ruger black 
synthetic stock with length of pull inserts. Uses Ruger SR9 pistol magazines and comes with one 17rd SR9 
magazine. Comes with the magwell insert to enable the gun to use Glock 17 magazines. GTO346072

110

Brownells BRN-10 7.62X51 semi-automatic, 20 In. barrel, brown synthetic stock, grip, and forearm. Comes with 
one 20 round waffle style magazine and military sling. This rifle is a recreation of the original AR-10 308 battle 
rifle designed by Eugene Stoner for the U.S. Military. This rifle was later developed into the AR-15 and then into 
the M-16/M-4 that is still used by the U.S Military today. While it comes with a period correct 20 round waffle 
magazine it will accept standard metal DPMS/SR-25 magazines. GTO346013

111
Ruger New Vaquero 45 colt single action revolver. This revolver is stainless steel with a 5 In. barrel, fixed sights 
and factory wood grips with Ruger medallion. This gun was manufactured in 2020 and comes with box and cable 
lock. GTO346052

112
Ruger Police Service Six 357magnum double action revolver. This revolver is blued steel with a 4 In. barrel, fixed 
sights and factory wood grips with Ruger medallion. This gun was manufactured in 1982 and comes with a Ruger 
box. GTO346093

113
Ruger Security Six 357magnum double action revolver. This revolver is blued steel with a 4 In.barrel, adjustable 
sights and factory wood grips with Ruger medallion. This gun was manufactured in 1975 and comes with a Ruger 
box. GTO346094

114 Sig Sauer P320 VTAC 9mm semi-automatic with 4.5 In.barrel. This pistol comes with 3 factory 17 round 
magazines, original factory box and paperwork. GTO346090

115 Kel-Tec Sub 2000 9mm semi-automatic with 16 In.barrel. This carbine uses Glock 17 magazines and comes 
complete with its factory box and paperwork. GTO346081

116 Walther PPQ M2-45acp semi-automatic with 4.25 In.barrel. This pistol comes with adjustable sights, 2 factory 12 
round magazines, original box, paperwork, and cable lock. GTO346092

117 Walther PPQ M2 9mm semi-automatic with 5 In.barrel. This gun comes with adjustable sights, three 15round 
magazines, backstraps, loading tool, and factory box, paperwork, and cable lock. GTO346091
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118 Bond Arms Rowdy 45COLT/410 Bore 2.5 In. This pistol is a 2 shot derringer chambered in 45colt and 410ga 2.5 
In.. It is all stainless steel and has fixed sights and black rubber grips. GTO346120

119
Glock 40 Gen4 MOS 10mm semi-automatic with a 6 In. barrel and adjustable sights. The slide is cut for 
installation of a modular sight and this gun comes with the factory adapter set to allow the owner to install the 
sight of their choice. This gun also comes with 2 factory 15round magazines. GTO346121

120 Ruger 77/357 357magnum bolt action. This rifle is all stainless steel with factory black synthetic stock. It has an 
18 In. barrel, fixed sights and 1 In. scope rings. This rifle comes with one factory 5 round magazine. GTO346108

121
Ruger 77/44 44 magnum bolt action. This rifle is blued steel with factory black synthetic stock. It has an 18 In. 
threaded barrel, fixed sights and 30mm stainless steel rings. This rifle comes with one factory 4 round magazine. 
GTO346107

122
Henry X Model 45/70 lever action. This rifle has a blued 19.8 In. threaded barrel with fixed sights. It has a blued 
tubular magazine that holds 4 rounds, a matte receiver that is drilled and tapped for mounting a scope, and 
factory black synthetic stock and forearm. The forearm has a picatinny rail for mounting accessories. GTO346117

123
Browning Hi-Power 9mm with two 13 round magazines, 4.7 In. barrel, silver chrome frame, black finish slide, 
adjustable sights, ambidextrous thumb safety, factory Pachmayr grips and rubber magazine bumpers. 
Manufactured in Belgium assembled in Portugal, 1992. GTO345837

124
Henry Repeating Arms H010B 45-70 GOVT lever action, 22 In. octagon barrel, 4 round tubular magazine, brass 
receiver, adjustable rear sight, walnut stock and fore end, with original factory cardboard box and owners 
manual. GTO345973

125 Glock 19X 9MM semi-automatic with a 4.2 In. barrel, night sights, one 17round magazine, and two 19round 
magazines. This gun comes in Glocks coyote tan finish with box and paperwork. GTO346113

126 Glock 22 40S&W semi-automatic with a 4.49 In. barrel, fixed sights, and three 15 round magazines. This gun also 
comes with a Surefire X200 weapon light, factory box, and manual. GTO346086
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127
Ruger P93DC 9mm semi-automatic with a 3.9 In. barrel, stainless steel slide and aluminum alloy frame with 
factory black synthetic grips and de-cocking lever . This gun comes with two 10round magazines, loading tool, 
and factory box. GTO346137

128
Winchester 290 22short, long, and long rifle semi-automatic, 20.5 In. barrel with elevation adjustable sights. This 
gun has a tube magazine holding 21shorts, 17longs, and 15 long rifle rounds. This is the deluxe model with sling 
swivels, basket weave checkering and Monte Carlo walnut stock. GTO346147

129
Spikes Tactical SL15 5.56 semi-automatic. This is Spikes Tacticals ZOMBIE lower in matte black finish. It has a 10 
In. barrel with flash suppresser, Blackhawk rubber pistol grip and SIG-TAC pistol arm brace. It has no sights but 
has a full picatinny rail for mounting sights or optics. Comes with one 30 round magazine. GTO346163

130
Mossberg 930 12 gauge 2 3/4 In.or 3 In. semi-automatic. This shotgun has a 28 In. ported acc-choked barrel with 
vent rib and a red Hi-viz front sight, factory black synthetic stock and forearm with a rubber recoil pad. The 
receiver is drilled and tapped for mounting sights or optics. GTO346170

131 Radom P-64 9X18 Makarov semi-automatic. This pistol has a 3.3 In. barrel, fixed sights, factory black plastic grips 
and a slide mounted safety/decock lever. It comes with two 6 round magazines. GTO346156

132
CZ 83 380acp semi-automatic. This pistol has a 4 In. barrel, fixed sights, and an ambidextrous manual safety. It 
has a satin nickel finish with black plastic grips and comes with two 12 round magazines and factory box. 
GTO346172

133
Smith & Wesson M&P-15 5.7X28mm semi-automatic. This rifle is a Smith & Wesson M&P-15 lower fitted with an 
AR-FIVE SEVEN upper. It has a 16 In. barrel with flash suppressor. It has no sights but has picatinny rails for 
mounting sights or a scope. It has a matte black finish and comes with one 50 round 5.7 magazine. GTO346821

134
Ruger M77 338 Win Mag bolt action. This rifle has a 26 In. barrel with muzzle break. This gun is blued steel with 
walnut stock with sling studs and a rubber butt pad. It has a Leupold 3-9x40 Vari-X II scope mounted with Ruger 
rings. This gun has a 3 round capacity. GTO346203

135
Remington 7600 30-06 pump action carbine. This carbine has a 18.5 In. barrel with walnut forearm and stock 
with rubber pad. It has a Bushnell trophy red dot sight, sling attachments and comes with one 4 round magazine. 
GTO346191
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136
Winchester SXP 20ga pump action. This shotgun has an 18 In.bbl with brass bead front sight. This gun has an 
added Hi-Viz green sight. It shoots 2 3/4 In. and 3 In. shells and uses invector plus-flush choke tubes. It has the 
SXP Shadow Defender stock with pistol grip. GTO346178

137
Mossberg 590 12ga pump action. This shotgun has an 18 In. cylinder bore barrel. It is chambered for 2 3/4 In.and 
3 In. shells. It has a synthetic fore end and rubber pistol grip as well as sling studs in the magazine cap and pistol 
grip. GTO346232

138
Stoeger M3500 semi-automatic. This shotgun has a 26 In. vent rib barrel and is chambered for 2 3/4, 3 or 3 1/2 
In. shells. The gun is finished in matte black and has a synthetic stock and forearm. It also has a rubber recoil pad 
and a HiViz front sight. GTO346219

139
Glock 27 Gen4 40s&w semi-automatic. This pistol has a 3.42 In. barrel and HiViz night sights. This gun also comes 
with an integrated guide rod laser, Three 10 round and one 9 round magazine plus its factory box and paperwork. 
GTO346199

140

Shadow Systems MR920 9mm semi-automatic. This pistol has a 4.5 In. treaded barrel with thread protector, an 
Ameri Glo front night sight and a Holosun red dot sight system. It has a beveled mag well for easy reloads, Flat 
Dark Earth finish and comes with two 15 round magazines plus the factory soft case & accessory pack. 
GTO346237

141

Kimber Hero Custom 45acp semi-automatic. This pistol is the HERO CUSTOM edition. Frame and slide are made 
of stainless steel coated in black and tan Kim Pro II finish with engravings. The grips are composite Kryptek 
Highlander and sights are fixed with green and red fiber optic inserts. Comes with two 8rd magazines & factory 
box and paperwork. GTO346228

142
Sig Sauer P320 Scorpion AXG 9mm semi-automatic. This pistol is all stainless steel with FDE Cerakote finish and 
AXG grips. It has a 3.9 In. barrel and comes with X-RAY 3 night sights. The slide is also cut to accept Red Dot 
sights. It comes with three 17round magazines, its factory box and paperwork. GTO346229

143
Springfield Armory XDM 40 40S&W semi-automatic. This pistol comes with a 4 1/2 In. Match barrel, Stainless 
steel slide with fixed 3 white dot sights and black synthetic frame. It comes with 3 grip inserts S,M&L, plus 
holster, double mag pouch, loading tool, four 16 round magazines and factory box. GTO346198

144
Winchester XPR 243winchester bolt action. This is the XPR Sporter, it has a 22 In.barrel with Perma-cote finish & 
a satin finished Turkish walnut stock with rubber pad and sling studs. It does not have sights but is drilled and 
tapped and has weaver style bases for mounting a scope. This gun comes with one 5 round magazine. GTO346258
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145
Henry Repeating Arms 44 Magnum single shot. It has a 22 In. round, blued steel barrel with a weaver style base 
installed. It has a brass bead front sight but the rear sight has been removed. This rifle has a brass receiver and 
buttplate and an American walnut stock and forearm with sling studs. GTO346259

146
Henry Repeating Arms 308win. Single shot. It has a 22 In. blued steel barrel with a brass bead front sight and 
adjustable rear sight as well as a weaver style scope base. This rifle has a steel receiver and comes with an 
American walnut stock and forearm with sling studs. GTO346274

147
CZ 455 American combo 22LR/17HMR bolt action. This rifle has two 20.0 In. barrels one in each caliber. It has no 
sights but has a grooved receiver for scope mounting. It has a Turkish walnut stock with sling studs. The rifle 
comes with 2 magazines, one in each caliber. GTO346276

148
Beretta 3032 Tomcat 32acp semi-automatic. This is Berettas Tomcat Covert model. It has a 2.9 In. threaded Tip-
up barrel and fixed sights. It has an all matte black finish with factory wood Beretta grips. This gun comes with 
one 7 round magazine. GTO346322

149
Colt Detective Special 38spl revolver. It has a 2 In. barrel with fixed sights. It is all steel with blued finish and wood 
grips. Unlike other snub nosed revolvers holding only 5 rounds this Colt is a 6 shot. This gun was manufactured in 
1981. GTO346345

150
Citadel Levtac-92 .357 Magnum lever action. This rifle has an 18 In. threaded barrel with a peep rear sight and 
blade front sight. This gun has a Browning reflex sight as well. It has a large lever loop, 8 round tubular magazine 
and M-LOK fore end as well as sling studs. GTO346311


